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This is the Radio Mix of the "Message In The Music" CD, which is just as hot as the original. 5 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: "Darker Than

Blue" - A tribute to the late Curtis Mayfield with Bradford performing this infamous cut. The song has a

message to all people of color. This remix is one of Bradford's favorites as he has always felt Curtis

Mayfield to be a mentor in his career in the music business. "Hold Your Ground" - A Funky, Pop Rock

confession of love between Boy and Girl. Put your feet on the rock and let everyone know about your

lovin'. Break into a sweat while you party to this up-tempo mixed R  B and Pop Rock tune. "Strokin' After

Midnite" - Turn the lights down low, light the candles and put this romantic, senuous song on your player.

"Strokin' After Midnite" is that soft interlude that makes cuddling up to your loved one, JUST ALL THAT.

You might want to do some "Strokin' After Midnite" after listening to this cut. "S.L.O.P.P." - Just raise your

hands in the Air and Party like you just don't care to Bradford's song "S.L.O.P.P." When that first riff hits,

get on the dance floor baby. Just get ready to buy you some new shoes, cause you are going to wear

them out just sliding "cross the flo". Pop them hips!! "S.L.O.P.P." is funkier than 15 left shoes. Its funky!

From the 20th centruy to the 21st century, party on down. "Message In The Music" is a "Pick To Be A

Hit". If you want more of "Bradford" check out the 15 Cut "Message In The Music" CD album.
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